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Abstract: The study proposes an innovative approach using MATLAB to automate the counting of leukemia cells in blood 
samples, employing Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Nearest Neighbor algorithms. The method involves preprocessing blood 
sample images to enhance contrast and apply image filters, followed by segmentation techniques for isolating individual cells. 
SVM and nearest neighbor algorithms are trained using extracted features such as cell size, shape, and texture. Accurate 
detection and counting of leukemia cells play a crucial role in leukemia diagnosis and management. Leukemia is a group of 
cancers characterized by abnormal white blood cell proliferation in the bone marrow, leading to symptoms like bleeding, 
bruising, fatigue, and increased infection risk due to insufficient normal blood cells. Diagnosis typically involves blood tests or 
bone marrow biopsy. In clinical bioinformatics, SVM algorithms have enabled the development of robust experimental cancer 
diagnostic models, utilizing gene expression data with a small number of samples and numerous variables. Efficient 
implementations of SVM algorithms further facilitate practical application. Support Vector Machines excel in mapping data to 
higher-dimensional spaces through kernel functions, allowing the identification of maximum-margin hyperplanes for separating 
training instances.  
Keywords: Leukemia classification, Support Vector Machine, K-Nearest Neighbor Algorithm, Image Segmentation, Kernal 
Function, Eucladian Distance, Feature Extraction, Image Classification. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The classification of medical images by various algorithms and classifiers has seen significant growth, leading to improved accuracy 
and aiding in the diagnosis for healthcare students. Effective medical images play a crucial role in supporting their studies. Data 
mining involves extracting meaningful correlations, patterns, and trends from large databases. Initially, algorithms were developed 
to identify natural grouping tendencies in data, relying on mathematical statistics and heuristic graphical techniques. These systems 
have enhanced the accuracy of the classification process.  
Biomedical image processing encompasses various techniques, algorithms, and classifiers for medical image classification, which 
have revolutionized visualization and interpretation in biology and medicine.  
The field requires close collaboration between physicians and engineers to design, implement, and validate integrated medical 
systems.  
The primary objective of image analysis is to gather information, detect diseases, diagnose conditions, provide control and therapy, 
and monitor and evaluate progress. Currently, blood disorders are identified through visual inspection of microscopic blood cell 
images, which can aid in the classification of related diseases. Among them, leukemia is a particularly dangerous form of blood 
cancer, and late detection can have fatal consequences. 
The proposed approach, implementing SVM and nearest neighbor algorithms in MATLAB, shows promise for accurate leukemia 
diagnosis and management.  
Leveraging advanced image processing techniques and machine learning algorithms within MATLAB significantly enhances the 
accuracy and efficiency of leukemia cell counting, providing a reliable tool for medical professionals. This paper introduces a novel 
method for effectively segmenting various types of leukemia cells, such as monocytes, lymphocytes, eosinophils, basophils, and 
neutrophils, from microscopic blood images. The segmentation technique utilizes the HSV saturation component and incorporates 
blob analysis to achieve precise cell isolation. Moreover, integrating SVM and KNN algorithms ensures improved counting 
accuracy, yielding more reliable results. 
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II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
A proposed MATLAB system incorporates image processing techniques and machine learning algorithms to automate the detection 
and classification of leukemia cells in blood smears. The system aims to analyze blood samples and count leukemia cells using a 
support vector machine and k-nearest neighbor algorithms. Through the utilization of classification techniques, such as nearest 
neighbor and SVM, diseases related to blood can be detected by identifying and counting blood cells within the blood smear. The 
system is designed to enhance efficiency, accuracy, and reliability in leukemia cell counting, providing clinicians with timely and 
precise diagnostic information.  
The system's three key components include image pre-processing, feature extraction, and classification, with digital images of blood 
smears serving as input after being captured through a microscope or digital camera.  
These images undergo pre-processing to enhance quality, eliminate noise, and segment individual cells. The Support Vector 
Machine method leverages the mapping of data to a higher dimensional space using a kernel function, enabling the identification of 
a maximum-margin hyperplane that separates training instances. On the other hand, the K-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm treats 
samples as points in a multidimensional space. It classifies unseen models based on a vote from the K closest training instances, 
determined by a distance metric like Euclidean distance. 

 
Fig. Classification Diagram 
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A. Support Vector Machines (SVM) 
The support vector machine (SVM) is a classification algorithm widely used in various domains such as handwriting recognition, 
object recognition, speaker identification, face detection, and text categorization. In computational biology, SVMs have shown 
exceptional performance, enabling the development of powerful cancer diagnostic models using gene expression data, even with 
limited samples and a large number of variables. Furthermore, efficient and high-quality implementations of SVM algorithms make 
their practical application feasible. Initially, SVMs were limited to binary classification tasks. 
Preliminary experimental evidence suggests that certain multi-category SVMs (MCSVMs) exhibit strong performance in cancer 
diagnostic experiments based on gene expression data. In the following method descriptions, "k" represents the number of 
diagnostic categories or classes, while "n" represents the number of samples or patients in the training dataset. 

 
B. K Nearest Neighbors (KNN) 
The fundamental concept behind K Nearest Neighbors (KNN) is to consider all samples as points in an m-dimensional space, where 
"m" corresponds to the number of variables. When presented with an unseen sample "x," the algorithm classifies it by tallying the 
votes from the K nearest training instances, determined by a distance metric, often using Euclidean distance. 
 
The research methodology employed in this study includes the following steps: 
 
1) Image Acquisition: Blood cell images will be obtained from a nearby hospital using either effective enlargement techniques or a 

digital microscope. 
 

2) Image Pre-processing: The pre-processing tasks aim to enhance image quality and remove overlapping blood cells in the 
image's border area. This involves several subtasks, including: 

 Extraction of the green plane: The green plane is extracted from the blood cell image since it contains the most relevant 
information. 

 Histogram equalization: Intensity values of the image are adjusted through histogram equalization, aligning the histogram with 
a predefined distribution. 

 Contrast and brightness adjustment: The image's contrast and brightness are adjusted based on the histogram and the desired 
display range. 

 
3) Image Segmentation: Various segmentation methods, such as threshold-based, edge-based, region-based, or clustering methods 

(e.g., fuzzy-C mean clustering, K-means clustering), have been proposed. The chosen method in this research is described as 
follows: 

 Conversion of the color blood slide image to grayscale. 
 Contrast enhancement using histogram equalization. 
 Linear contrast stretching to adjust image intensity levels. 
 Creation of multiple images to highlight different components. 
 Application of a minimum filter to reduce noise and preserve edges. 
 Global thresholding using Otsu's method. 
 Conversion to a binary image and removal of small pixel groups through morphological opening. 
 Connection of neighboring pixels to form objects. 
 Removal of objects smaller than 50% of the average RBC area using a size test. 
 
4) Feature Extraction: The classification task involves assigning an unknown test vector to a known class. In this step, a 

reinforcement learning algorithm is proposed to classify different types of leukemia, including ALL, AML, CLL, and CML. 
The area of the image region was calculated by counting the total number of non-zero pixels present. The perimeter was 
measured by calculating the distance between consecutive boundary pixels. Circularity, a dimensionless parameter, represents 
the surface irregularities and is computed using the formula: 

        Circularity = 4 * Pi * Area / Perimeter^2. 
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5) Image classification: In the image classification step, the extracted features are utilized to classify lymphocyte cells as either 
blast or normal cells. Classification involves assigning an unknown test vector to a known class label. The k-nearest neighbor 
(KNN) decision rule is commonly used for classification due to its scalability and effectiveness. Selecting the optimal value of 
k is often a laborious task as it depends on the specific dataset. The k-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm is a non-parametric 
classification method that is simple yet highly effective in many scenarios. In this study, KNN is employed to classify blast 
cells from normal white blood cells. 

 

III. CLASSIFICATION AND RECOGNITION 
The primary objective of this study is to employ machine learning techniques and an image dataset for the purpose of detecting 
different types of WBCs. The forthcoming sections will offer a comprehensive overview of WBC, furnish details regarding the 
dataset, and delve into the intricacies of feature engineering and model selection. 

 
A. White Blood Cells 
White blood cells (WBCs) lack pigmentation, resulting in their colorless appearance within the bloodstream. In a cubic mm of 
blood, there are typically 7000 to 8000 WBCs, which are considerably larger than red blood cells. WBCs can be classified into five 
distinct types based on their nucleus shape and cytoplasmic granule density. Notably, WBCs stand out from other blood cells due to 
their possession of a single large bilobed nucleus. These specialized cells originate in the bone marrow and subsequently migrate to 
the blood and lymphatic system. Here is a concise overview of each WBC type: 
1) Neutrophils represent around 62% of the total WBC count. They exhibit the remarkable ability to engulf and neutralize foreign 

particles, including viruses and bacteria, thereby counteracting their harmful effects. Neutrophils are approximately twice the 
size of red blood cells and feature a nucleus containing 2 to 5 lobes. 

2) Basophils account for less than 1% of WBCs. They are roughly twice the size of red blood cells and possess a bilobed nucleus. 
Basophils release heparin, a protein that prevents blood clotting, and secrete histamine, which induces inflammation. 
Additionally, they release antibodies and antibiotics to shield the body against the impact of foreign substances. 

3) Monocytes make up approximately 3% of the total WBC count. They are roughly two to three times larger than red blood cells 
and have a nucleus that ranges from nearly round to lobed in shape. Monocytes give rise to macrophages, which participate in 
phagocytosis to eliminate larger particles. Macrophages have a lifespan of approximately 8 to 10 hours in the blood before 
migrating to lymphoid tissue, where they transform into macrophages. 

4) Eosinophils constitute about 2% of WBCs. They are approximately twice the size of red blood cells and possess a bilobed 
nucleus. Eosinophils play a role in deactivating substances that promote inflammation and engage in combatting parasites and 
worms. 

5) Lymphocytes make up approximately 32% of the total WBC count. Their size closely resembles that of red blood cells. 
Lymphocytes are responsible for antibody production. The lifespan of lymphocytes in the blood can vary, lasting from months 
to years depending on the level of their activity. 

 
Figure 1. Types of WBC. (a) Neutrophils, (b) Basophils, (c) Eosinophils, (d) Monocytes, and (e) Lymphocytes. 
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IV. FLOW OF IMPLEMENTED METHODOLOGY 
In this study, we obtained a dataset of WBC images from the IEEE data port, which was used for feature extraction. Two types of 
features, namely texture features and RGB features, were extracted. The skimage library was utilized for extracting the texture 
features. Following feature extraction, a feature selection technique using Chi2 was employed to select the most prominent and 
essential features. From both the RGB and texture features, 3000 important features were selected. These selected features from 
both categories were combined to create a hybrid feature set. To address the issue of an imbalanced dataset, we applied data 
oversampling using SMOTE. This approach helps to mitigate overfitting of the model towards the majority class. For WBC-type 
classification, various machine learning and deep learning models were employed. The dataset was split into training and testing 
sets with a ratio of 0.8 for training and 0.2 for testing. The performance of all models was evaluated based on accuracy, precision, 
recall, and F1 score. 

 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

The proposed technique was applied to analyze a set of 121 peripheral blood smear images obtained from the previously mentioned 
public dataset. An evaluation was performed using a microscopic blood image with dimensions of 2592 × 1944 pixels. In addition to 
the analysis, the number of white blood cells (WBCs) present in each image was also determined. 
The process involved separating WBCs from other blood components by identifying white spots over the nuclei. Subsequently, in 
the final segmented image, only the WBCs with darker nuclei were retained, while noisy components were eliminated using a 
minimum filter. Following this segmentation, lymphocyte cells were identified within the WBC population using blast 
segmentation, and the morphological features of lymphocytes were calculated. Based on these features, a decision was made to 
determine whether the slide image indicated the presence of leukemia or not. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The project focuses on the detection of leukemia cell types using microscopic blood sample images. The system utilizes various 
features, including texture, geometry, colors, and statistical analysis, as inputs for the classifier. The system aims to be efficient, and 
reliable, have a shorter processing time, lower error rate, high accuracy, cost-effectiveness, and robustness towards individual 
variations, sample collection protocols, and time variations. 
The true strength of Support Vector Machines lies in mapping the data to a higher dimensional space through a kernel function, 
enabling the identification of a maximum-margin hyperplane that separates training instances. By employing the proposed features, 
leukemia detection achieved an overall accuracy of 93% using the K-nearest neighbors (KNN) classifier. Additionally, the system 
should be capable of handling excessive staining and cell overlap challenges. 
Enhancements refer to significant improvements made to the product, either as part of a new version or to enhance existing 
capabilities. The project holds immense potential for future development. 
The system should also exhibit robustness in the presence of excessive staining and overlapping cells. The obtained results provide 
encouragement for future endeavors, including the classification of lymphoblasts into different subtypes. Exploring alternative 
techniques for stain-independent blood smear image segmentation and leukemia-type classification is also recommended. 
The project can be easily updated in the future to meet specific requirements, as it offers flexibility for expansion. With the 
implementation of the proposed database Space Manager software, the client can effectively manage and execute their work with 
enhanced accuracy and reduced errors. 
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